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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
 

Long-term storage of low level radioactive material in below ground concrete disposal 
units (DUs) (Saltstone Disposal Facility) is a means of depositing wastes generated from 
nuclear operations of the U.S. Department of Energy.  Based on the currently modeled 
degradation mechanisms, possible microbial induced effects on the structural integrity of 
buried low level wastes must be addressed. Previous international efforts related to 
microbial impacts on concrete structures that house low level radioactive waste showed 
that microbial activity can play a significant role in the process of concrete degradation 
and ultimately structural deterioration.  
 
This literature review examines the recent research in this field and is focused on specific 
parameters that are applicable to modeling and prediction of the fate of concrete vaults 
housing stored wastes and the wastes themselves.  Rates of concrete biodegradation vary 
with the environmental conditions, illustrating a need to understand the bioavailability of 
key compounds involved in microbial activity. Specific parameters require pH and 
osmotic pressure to be within a certain range to allow for microbial growth as well as the  
availability and abundance of energy sources like components involved in sulfur, iron 
and nitrogen oxidation. Carbon flow and availability are also factors to consider in 
predicting concrete biodegradation.  
 
The results of this review suggest that microbial activity in Saltstone, (grouted low level 
radioactive waste) is unlikely due to very high pH and osmotic pressure.  Biodegradation 
of the concrete vaults housing the radioactive waste  however, is a possibility.  The rate 
and degree of concrete biodegradation is dependent on numerous physical, chemical and 
biological parameters. Results from this review point to parameters to focus on for 
modeling activities and also, possible  options for mitigation that would minimize 
concrete biodegradation.  In addition, key chemical components that drive microbial 
activity on concrete surfaces are discussed. 
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1.0 Introduction 

1.1 Objective 

 
Low level radioactive wastes (LLW) generated from nuclear operations of the U.S. Department 
of Energy (DOE) are disposed for long-term storage in below ground containment.  LLW 
containment is composed of two component parts; 1) concrete DUs that contain LLW inside their 
walls, and 2) LLW that is stabilized by solidification through grouting prior to disposition inside 
the concrete DUs. The concrete DUs consist of two types: rectangular vaults and cylindrical cells. 
Initially the rectangular vaults (DUs 1 and 4) are above ground and will be buried underground at 
site closure after they are filled with LLW. The 64 cylindrical cells are backfilled after 
construction with only the roof of the cells above ground and will also be buried at site closure. 
 
The grouted waste form is referred to as saltstone. The rationale behind disposing saltstone waste 
inside concrete DUs is to isolate wastes contaminated with long-lived and/or highly mobile 
radionuclides from environmental exposure and to minimize the environmental impact of the 
materials and associated leachates over time.  The saltstone wastes, when stored in concrete DUs 
are expected to remain immobile in the environment for an extended time[1]. Nonradioactive but 
toxic metals and other inorganics also pose a potential concern to soils and groundwater if they 
escape from storage.  

 
It is important to understand the long-term structural integrity and resiliency of the concrete DUs 
and grout formations contained inside in order to predict the ability of the concrete to contain 
contaminants over hundreds of years.  One significant contributing factor to the long-term 
stability of these structures is microbial activity.  Based on the currently modeled degradation 
mechanisms, possible microbial induced effects on the structural integrity of buried low level 
wastes must be addressed[2]. Previous efforts elsewhere demonstrated that microbially 
influenced degradation of cementitious materials is common and may jeopardize the structural 
integrity of concrete structures[3]. In general, a microbial influence to concrete degradation 
results in the production of mineral or organic acids by the microbes that dissolve or disintegrate 
the concrete matrix. 

1.2 Background 

 
Previous work related to microbial impacts on concrete structures in which LLW in saltstone was 
stored showed that microbial activity can play a significant role in the process of concrete 
degradation and ultimately structural deterioration[1, 3, 4]. Since then, biodegradation of concrete 
structures was demonstrated to be a common occurrence; however, various microbial populations 
and mechanisms were shown to play different roles at different locations[5-7]. As a result, 
microbial assays designed to determine the rate of concrete biodegradation proved useful in 
evaluating concrete properties but were not a good predictor of environmental impacts on 
concrete[8, 9].  Specific environmental conditions to which concrete is exposed, at any given 
location must be considered in order to understand environmental impacts on concrete 
biodeterioration[10].  

 
Successful approaches to modeling concrete biodegradation will likely be most successful if they 
take concrete composition and specific environmental parameters (including microbiological 
composition) into account at each location.  A number of modeling approaches have been 
undertaken that incorporate environmental conditions and simulate the degradation of organic 
matter as well as associated biogeochemical changes.  A process based modeling approach will 
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be useful in predicting microbial mediated reactive processes [11], like concrete biodegradation.  
Such an approach requires detailed characterization of the environment, materials and  microbial 
activity [12] that would be deleterious to concrete structures.  
 
This literature review will focus on the biodegradation of concrete, paying particular attention to 
the various physiological aspects of microorganisms that control concrete biodegradation and also 
the physical and chemical parameters that control microbial activity.  It will focus more on the 
types of microbial physiologies and effects, with less attention to species names, since it is 
important to pay more attention to environmental niches than any particular species for several 
reasons.  Due to species richness in the environment and our dearth of information regarding 
microbial species in the environment, it is likely that significant species variability will exist from 
place to place even though the same biogeochemical processes are occurring [5, 13]. Our findings 
are meant as a guide for use by environmental modelers for determination of, and prediction of, 
the stability of concrete structures in various environments.  This review may also serve as a 
guide in the construction of future structures for LLW storage  in order to reduce concrete 
biodegradation.  
 
In addition, considering the increased interest in long-term subsurface monitoring as a means of 
quality control for buried LLW [14, 15], the results presented here may also be useful in guiding 
future activities in this regard toward technically reliable and cost effective applications. Specific 
biogeochemical traits in the subsurface may prove useful to monitor regarding the subsurface 
condition of the buried concrete and its structural stability. 
 
Physicochemical factors control, to a large extent, the distribution and metabolic activity of 
subsurface microorganisms, and in turn, microbial activity results in changes in physicochemical 
parameters.  Understanding how these factors contribute to biogeochemical changes and the 
dynamics of these processes is necessary in order to predict potential degrading microbial activity.  
Conditions such as: pH; Eh; carbon source and concentration; moisture level;  terminal electron 
acceptor type, concentration and bioavailability, are not homogeneous in the subsurface but their 
gradation provides evidence of microbial transformations and a foundation to monitor the 
progress of microbial activity and potentially concrete biodegradation [12].  

2.0  Chemical composition of saltstone waste form and the saltstone Disposal 
Facility concrete DUs 

 
 
The existing Saltstone Disposal Facility (SDF) DUs (i.e. DUs 1 and 4) are above grade, roofed, 
reinforced concrete DUs into which saltstone is poured. Saltstone is a grout consisting of low-
level radioactive salt solution mixed with blast furnace slag, fly ash, and cement, which solidifies 
to form a dense, microporous, monolithic, low-level radioactive waste. The blend of grout 
reagents in SDF has been nominally (45 weight percent [wt%] Grade 100 slag cement, 45 wt% 
Class F fly ash, and 10-wt% Type I/II Portland cement) [16]. Physical characteristics of the DU 
space for the SFD were described by Dixon [17]. DU 1 is an above grade, rectangular shaped, 
reinforced concrete vault. It is approximately 600 feet (183 m) long, 100 feet (30.5 m) wide, and 
25 feet (7.6 m) high. It is divided into 6 approximately 100-foot (30.5 m) by 100-foot (30.5 m) 
cells [18].. DU 4 is approximately 200 feet wide, 600 feet in length and 25 feet in height. DU 4 is 
divided into 12 cells with each cell measuring about 100 feet by 100 feet (by 25 feet in height) 
[17, 19]. The walls, roofs, and floors of DUs 1 and 4 consist of reinforced concrete consisting of 
type II Portland cement, water, sand, aggregate, and slag Typically, the concrete mix consisted of 
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11 wt% Type II Portland cement (ASTM C 150), 7 wt% water, 29 wt% sand (ASTM C 33), 46 
wt% aggregate (ASTM C 33), and 7 wt% slag (ASTM C 989).  
 
The cylindrical DUs consist of reinforced concrete having an internal diameter of 150 feet with a 
wall height of 22 feet. Typically, the concrete mix consists of 6 wt% Type V Portland cement 
(ASTM C150), 7 wt% slag (ASTM C989), 1 wt% silica fume (ASTM C1240), 4 wt% fly ash 
(ASTM C618), 26 wt% sand (ASTM C33), 48 wt% aggregate (ASTM C33) and 7 wt% water. 
 
Details of the concrete mixes and their use in specific locations in the SDF are available in Dixon 
2008 and Flach 2009 [18, 20].  Details of cement constituents, cement chemistry and concrete 
structure are discussed by Rogers 1993 [1].  
 
Computer modeling, saltstone simulants, and cored saltstone samples have been analyzed to 
determine physical properties of the saltstone and what constituents will likely be released from 
the waste form. Early modeling results indicated that nitrogen release in the form of nitrate and 
nitrite was of concern [21-23]. Nitrate release rates were modeled using a one dimensional model 
by Hiergesell and Cook in 2005 for different saltstone DU wall thicknesses[24]. The hydraulic 
conductivities, porosities, and other physical parameters have been measured using core samples 
and simulant samples by Dixon, Nichols, Phifer, Williams, and others [17, 25-29]. These 
parameters are important for transport modeling of water in the SDF. Distribution coefficient 
determination and measurement studies have also been done by Almond, Hoeffner, Kaplan, and 
Roberts [22, 30-32]. Quantification of distribution coefficients allows more accurate modeling of 
the SDF and provides data for the vault design and design of DUs and closure caps [33]. 
Characterization and toxicity characterization leachate testing has been done on actual saltstone 
materials [34-36]. The results have shown some inorganics but not organics leaching from the 
saltstone material.  In general, it was found that the chemical properties of the core sampled 
material are representative of the expected waste form [35].  
 
 

3.0 Physiochemical factors that influence microbial activity 

3.1 Overview 

 
3.1.1 General principals 
 
Considering the vast diversity of microorganisms and their capacity to grow in harsh 
environments, the following parameters provide some guidance as to potential rates of microbial 
activity under different conditions as stated in the literature. It should be understood though, that 
the main tenant of microbial ecology is; “everything is everywhere, the environment selects”.  As 
a result it is not unusual to see the same rates of microbial activity at very different conditions. 
These environments have most likely selected different species with different growth optima 
specific to their own environment, but all of the organisms may demonstrate comparable 
optimum growth rates.   
 
3.1.2 Temperature 
 
Microbial communities in the environment demonstrate a continuum of organisms with various 
growth rates dependent on temperature (Fig. 1).  Microbial activity is driven by intracellular 
biochemical catalysts (enzymes) and can be regarded as following Arrhenius-type laws.  
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Generally speaking, these laws describe a doubling of growth rate for every 10°C increase in 
temperature.  That is, until thermal inactivation is reached as a result of enzyme denaturation [37].  
This of course is unique for each microorganism because they have evolved different enzymes for 
optima at different conditions.  And, when thermal inactivation occurs in one species, there is 
usually another that has adapted to the higher temperature. In general, temperatures between 10°C 
and 45°C will occur throughout the year in surface environments and the vadose zone, where 
LLW is being stored and reflect aboveground temperatures.  Higher temperatures are likely at the 
soil surface during summer. By regarding the microbial community as a whole, increased rates of 
activity will likely occur as a function of temperature in the temperature range of 10-45°C. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Temperature and microbial growth rates . Relation of temperature to growth rates of 
bacteria typical to their temperature class with temperature optima of the example organisms 
shown on the graph. (From: Madigan , M.T.,  J. Martinko , and J. Parker . 2003 [38]) 

 
 
3.1.3 Water availability 
 
Microorganisms can be viewed as aquatic organisms with the understanding that in terrestrial 
systems, restrictions to water availability apply. Water availability can be expressed as water 
activity (aw), a ratio of air vapor pressure in equilibrium with a solution to that of pure water.  
Water activity, aw, values are from 0 to 1, with most agricultural soils between 0.9 and 1.  In 
general, microbial activity occurs at aw values from 1 – 0.6, with fungi usually more tolerant of 
low moisture conditions. During excessively dry conditions, many microorganisms are not 
metabolically active but instead are dormant, through a number of mechanisms, including 
sporulation. 

 
3.1.4 Osmotic pressure 
 
Salt concentrations can alter the aw and thereby affect microbial growth.  Microorganisms range 
in tolerance to salt concentrations from very low (< 1%) to as much as 15% [39].  While most  
halotolerant microbes grow better without higher osmotic pressure, extreme halophiles can thrive 
at sodium chloride concentrations from 15-30% [39]. 
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3.1.5  pH 
 
Typically microbial activity is optimal around neutral pH.  But overall, growth ranges from pH 
values from around 1 to 10, with some exceptions outside this range. Generally speaking, fungi 
are usually more active in lower pH soils than bacteria. Internal pH of microbes is around 7.  
External pH values are often a result of microbial activity. Microbial biofilms can also have a pH 
buffering effect upon contact with external liquids.     

 
3.1.6  Eh 

 
The redox potential of soils relates to the balance between oxidizing and reducing conditions in 
the soil matrix and can be controlled by chemicals present in the soils. For instance, oxygenated 
soils demonstrate more positive redox conditions compared to anaerobic soils.  Regarding 
microbial activity, aerobic microbial growth and respiration is generally favored in soils with 
oxidizing redox conditions while anoxic soils favor anaerobic growth and fermentation.  The 
range of redox conditions in soils can favor specific metabolic functions of microorganisms and 
hence, specific physiological types of microbes.  Figure 2 illustrates the range of redox conditions 
in soils and associated biogeochemical activities. 
 

 

Figure 2. Common terminal electron acceptors.  Examples of common terminal electron 
acceptors for microbial respiration and associated half-cell potentials (E0’) of redox couples. 
(From: Madigan, et al. 2003. Biology of Microorganisms. p. 576 [38]).  
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3.2 Impact of physicochemical parameters on saltstone and SDF concrete DUs  

3.2.1 Potential of microbial growth in saltstone 

 
The extremely harsh condition of the saltstone grout containing LLW suggests that microbial 
activity will not occur in the contained grout.  The very alkaline conditions and extreme salt 
concentrations present are outside of recognized microbial growth conditions, especially relative 
to pH and osmotic stress.  Consequently, while contaminants in saltstone grout are contained in 
concrete DUs, microbial activity is extremely unlikely to influence the saltstone chemistry.   

3.2.2 Potential of microbial growth on SDF concrete DUs 

 
Considering the resilient and robust nature of microbial activity, most “harsh” growth conditions 
encountered outside of the concrete DUs housing the grout will only minimize growth but not 
prevent it.  For example, maintaining very dry conditions will likely lead to aw values low enough 
to drastically reduce microbial activity, but it seems unlikely that soils in the vadose zone can be 
maintained at aw values below 0.7. As a result growth outside of the saltstone facility, which is on 
the outside surface of the concrete, appears most likely and practically unavoidable.  
 
Based on this assessment, the greatest potential of microbial activity is on the surface of the 
concrete DUs and the likelihood of concrete biodegradation from concrete exposed to the natural 
environment and associated microorganisms is high.  While the information above provides some 
guidance as to limits of microbial activity, the robust and adaptive nature of microorganisms must 
also be considered.  
 
As an example, studies involving 3 climate areas that included climate regions with stable 
temperatures between 20-23°C but demonstrating extremes in humidity and a third with high 
humidity but low average temperatures (often at or below freezing), did not demonstrate 
significant differences in the degrees of concrete biodegradation [13].  This may be due to some 
degree of environmental buffering provided by the subsurface and/or the metabolic and 
physiological resilience of microorganisms under various conditions, whereby different 
conditions may select for different species of microorganisms with similar optimal metabolic 
rates.  This example illustrates how microbial communities can demonstrate overlapping growth 
rates even though they encounter different environmental conditions.  Figure 1 provides a good 
example of overlapping growth rates spanning over 110°C.  

4.0 Biochemical and geochemical factors that influence microbial activity 
 
4.1 Microbial growth on concrete 
 
4.1.1 Rationale 
 
From this point on this review will focus on key geochemical and biochemical parameters that 
appear to play significant roles on the outer surface of concrete DUs as it relates to concrete 
biodegradation at the interface between concrete structures exposed to air or in the vadose zone.  
In addition, we will also focus of specific microbial physiologies that are pertinent in the 
acceleration of these biogeochemical interactions. The referenced literature provided here is 
expected to be useful in model development in order to predict the rates and degrees of microbial 
activity of specific biogeochemical niches as well as the microbial ecology as a whole.  These 
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data will be useful with existing predictive models [12]and in the development of new models 
that predict the rates and degrees of concrete biodegradation under various external factors.  
 
4.1.2 Overall considerations of energy flow related to microbial activity and growth 
 
When conditions fall within all of the physiochemical parameters outlined above, microbial 
activity and growth will likely proceed, provided there is an energy source for microbial 
metabolic activity and a carbon source for growth.  Energy sources include organic carbon, 
hydrogen or some reduced inorganic compounds like hydrogen sulfide (H2S) or iron sulfide (FeS). 
In the case of photosynthetic organisms like eukaryotic algae and cyanobacteria, light is a source 
of energy that drives metabolic activity.  

 
Metabolic activities involve coupling the oxidation of an energy source to the reduction of a 
terminal electron acceptor (TEA), resulting in the conservation of energy used for cellular 
activities.  The most energetically efficient means of metabolic energy generation is respiration. 
Based on its relative ubiquity and energetic potential, oxygen is a superior TEA and hence 
aerobic respiration yields the most energy in this process.  In the absence of oxygen, some 
microorganisms can undergo anaerobic respiration by using other oxidized inorganic compounds 
like nitrates, sulfates, etc. as depicted in Figure 2, or in some cases oxidized organics [40, 41]. 
Under anaerobic conditions, metabolic energy generation may also be derived from fermentation.  
This is a less energetically efficient process than respiration and can result in incomplete 
conversion of organic compounds. Figure 3 provides a good generalization of carbon and energy 
flow in microbial systems in the subsurface.  The availability and concentrations of these 
chemicals along with conducive physical and chemical conditions (temperature, pH, Eh, etc.) will 
determine the dominant type(s) of microbial activity at any given location. 
 

 
Figure 3.  Microbial energy flow. General overview of reaction pathways and redox species 
involved in microbial ecology of the subsurface. (From: Thullner et al. [11]). The availability and 
concentrations of these chemicals play a significant role in determining the dominant type(s) of 
microbial activity at any given location. 
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4.2 Carbon 
 
4.2.1 Inorganic carbon 
 
Microbial growth is a function of available carbon that is used for increasing microbial biomass 
and hence growth.  CO2 is a common inorganic carbon source used for growth by organisms like 
eukaryotic algae, cyanobacteria, iron oxidizing bacteria (IOB) and sulfur oxidizing bacteria 
(SOB).  This type of growth is referred to as autotrophic growth.  Autotrophic microbes play a 
potentially important role in concrete biodegradation (as discussed below). Because CO2 is only a 
carbon source and not an energy source, energy must be supplied from photons or reduced 
inorganics like H2S and FeS.  Since CO2 is ubiquitous in air, provided enough of an energy source, 
(light or reduced inorganics), autotrophic activity is expected to persist. 
 
Carbon dioxide concentrations are higher in vadose zones than in air, indicating that autotrophic 
activity in the vadose zone will not be hampered by low CO2 availability. For instance, with no 
underlying organic carbon contamination in the aquifer CO2ranged from 1.45% to 3% at depths 
of 2.4 to 5.8 meters below ground surface in the US southwest [42] as well as the vadose zone at 
SRS [43].  Because of different diffusion properties, oxygen diffuses approximately 30% faster in 
the vadose zone than carbon dioxide under similar concentration gradients [42].  This suggests 
that oxygen is less likely to be growth limiting compared to carbon dioxide during autotrophic 
growth in the vadose zone surrounding concrete DUs housing LLW.  
 
4.2.2 Organic carbon 
 
In the environment, the main sources of organic carbon are from detritus (such as leaf litter and 
other decaying biomass), as well as root exudates.  Cellular biomass and waste products produced 
by autotrophs will also contribute to organic carbon content to some degree. Nutrient breakdown 
from detritus degradation and subsequent flow-down through the vadose zone to the saturated 
zones (aquifers) provides subsurface microorganisms with carbon and energy for growth. The 
breakdown of organic carbon originating as plant detritus is a step-wise process that contributes 
to decreased O2 concentrations in the vadose and upper aquifer zones as well as supplying carbon 
and energy sources into the vadose zone and aquifer during recharge events.  This process 
contributes to the energy input into the system that is responsible for driving biogeochemical 
changes as a result of microbial activity.  So, while the respiratory and fermentative microbes 
responsible for this breakdown may not contribute to inorganic transformations directly, their 
activity is vital to the process as a whole.   

 
Conversion of complex organics to non-fermentable carbon sources (i.e., acetate) provides a 
carbon source targeted for anaerobic respiring bacteria and thus favors the transformation of 
inorganic TEAs like nitrate, nitrite, nitrous oxide, ferric iron and sulfate.  Gradients of TEAs and 
their reduced counterparts, as well as carbon sources, H2, pH and Eh are often results of microbial 
activity. Depletion of TEAs often follows a thermodynamic cascade with dissolved O2 the most 
energetically favorable.  The bioavailability of a TEA may also contribute to its role in the rate of 
microbial activity.  For example, solid phase TEAs (i.e., Fe(III) oxides) may be reduced 
simultaneously albeit at a slower rate, with soluble but less thermodynamically favorable SO4. 
Evidence of this phenomenon could be the presence of soluble Fe(II) and H2S, or soluble FeS.  
Gradation of metal contaminants (and hence microbial activity) may also occur as a result of 
preferential sorption to specific mineral types. 
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5.0 Physical structure of microbial communities 

5.1 Biofilms 

In the environment, microorganisms are most often associated with biofilms on surfaces, 
including concrete structures, that can support robust biofilms [44]. Biofilms are defined as 
“matrix-enclosed bacterial populations adherent to each other and/or surfaces or interfaces” [45]. 
In these structures conditions can vary drastically relative to the external environment several 
millimeters away.  Consequently these structures can support anaerobic biochemical reactions 
like methane production or acid production even though the bulk environment is aerobic or a 
neutral pH [46-48].  This suggests that the bulk conditions in the subsurface like DO or pH are 
not good predictors of microbial dynamics.  In fact, biofilms on concrete have been shown to 
harbor complex microbial communities consisting of numerous bacterial and fungal species and 
with diverse and synergistic physiologies [44] [49] where each physiological trait comprises a 
“micro niche” inside the biofilm. The heterogeneity of physical and chemical parameters, even at 
the mm scale in biofilms is reflected in the heterogeneity of microbial populations in the bulk 
environment.  Biofilms often sorb organic nutrients from the external environment as well as 
accelerate the leaching of inorganics like calcium from concrete[49], so in the case of 
oligotrophic systems, biofilms are more likely to form on surfaces because of higher nutrient 
availability[45].     
 
The behavior of biofilms is predictable and therefore lends itself to mathematical modeling. 
Initial microbial interactions with surfaces like concrete, leading ultimately to surface associated 
biofilms can be explained by the Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek (DLVO) theory[50]. 
DLVO theory can be used to predict the interactions between attractive and repulsive forces 
associated with bacteria and surfaces that could lead to bacterial attachment.  But this theory 
defines microorganisms as geometrically uniform and neglects to incorporate the role of bacterial 
surface components, including flagella, in the role of attachment[51]. Consequently the extended 
DLVO (XDLVO) has been developed to account for these differences[50].   

6.0   Physiology of relevant types of microorganisms  
 
A wide variety of microorganisms are capable of contributing to the degradation of concrete 
surfaces.  A simplified illustration of complexity and inter-dependence of microorganisms in the 
environment, including concrete surfaces, is depicted in Figure 3.  Table 1 provides an overview 
of the types of microbial physiology that are involved in reactions on concrete surfaces.  These 
reactions range from those occurring on concrete exposed to air and sunlight as well as those in 
environments expected after the DUs are buried. Table 2 specifies some of the common acids 
produced during microbial growth and their corrosive properties. This section will provide some 
detail about the specific types of microorganisms and associated chemistries.  
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Table 1. Types of microorganisms and physiologies  involved in reactions on concrete  

Microbial type            C source      Energy         TEA                   End  products   
Algae & Cyanobacteria CO2 Light O2 Organic acids, O2, CO2 
Sulfur oxidizing bact. CO2 sulfides O2 Organic acids, CO2, H2SO4 
Iron oxidizing bacteria CO2 Fe(II) O2 Organic acids, CO2, Fe(III) OH 
Nitrifying bacteria CO2 NH4, NO2 O2 Organic acids, CO2, HNO3 
Heterotrophs     
      Aerobic respiration Org. C Org. C O2 Organic acids, CO2, 
      Anaerobic respiration     
               Sulfate reducers Org. C Org. C SO4 Organic acids, CO2, H2S 
               Iron reducers Org. C Org. C Fe(III) Organic acids, CO2, Fe(II) 
               NOx reducers Org. C Org. C NO3 

NO2 
N2O 

Organic acids, CO2, NO2, N2O,N2 
Organic acids, CO2, N2O,N2 
Organic acids, CO2, N2 

      Anaerobic fermentation Org. C Org. C Org. C Organic acids, CO2, 

 
Table 2.  Strengths of some microbial acids which react with concrete and the solubility’s of 
the associated calcium salts of concrete matrices[52].  
 
Acid    Strength  Main reaction product with cement                          

(Ka)   Name   Solubility(g/100 ml) 
 
Mineral 
Sulfuric  1  V. high        Calcium sulfate   0.209 

  2  1.20 x 10-2 
Nitric    40        Calcium nitrate   121.2 
Carbonic     1 4.5 x 10-7       Calcium hydrogen carbonate 16.6 
         2    4.8 x 10-11       Calcium carbonate  0.0014 
Organic 
Lactic    1.37 x 10-4      Calcium lactate   3.1 
Acetic    1.76 x 10-5       Calcium acetate   37.4  
Butyric    1.54 x 10-5       Calcium butyrate   soluble 
Citric       1  7.45 x 10-4       Calcium citrate   0.085 

2  1.73 x 10-5 
3  4.02 x 10-7 

Malic   1 3.90 x 10-4      Calcium 1-malate   
(Dihydrate) 2 7.8 x 10 -6     0.812 
Tartaric  1 1.04 x 10 – 3      Calcium d-tartrate    
(Tetra hydrate)  2 4.55 x 10-5     0.0266 
 
Oxalic   1  5.90 x 10-2       Calcium oxalate   0.00067 

2  6.40 x 10-5 
Oleic           Calcium oleate   0.04 
Stearic           Calcium stearate   0.004 
Humic    Variable       Calcium humate   Variable 
 
Strength in terms of K = [H1 [A- ]/[HA] for the equilibrium HA = + A in aqueous solution at 
25°C. Solubility in terms of g/100 ml cold water.  Anhydrous salt unless otherwise stated. 
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6.1 Autotrophs 

Autotrophic microorganisms can utilize CO2 as a carbon source for growth.  Energy for growth of 
these organisms is from a variety of sources such as light, or reduced chemicals like H2S, Fe(II),  
etc. The type of energy source used has been used to define these organisms taxonomically.   

6.1.1 Photoautotrophs 

In aerobic environments, concrete that is exposed to the air can become colonized by  
photosynthetic microorganisms like algae and cyanobacteria [53].  These photoautotrophs use 
energy from light and produce organic carbon from CO2 which is used for growth. Biofilms made 
up predominantly of algae and cyanobacteria are resistant to high levels of UV exposure and 
desiccation and are able to survive under these relatively harsh conditions.  Damage to concrete 
can occur as a result of adsorption of chemicals necessary for microbial growth, like calcium and 
magnesium, from the concrete[54].  This process can lead to drying and cracking of the concrete.  
 
As the biofilms mature, the population density and diversity of species present increases. In the 
increasing complexity of the microbial community in the biofilms, a variety of other 
physiological types can be encountered, as described below.  In the case of SRS, SDF concrete 
DUs that are above ground are likely coated with a biofilm comprised of photoautotrophic 
biofilms.  Ultimately when the SDF concrete DUs are buried, the existing biofilm will become 
less viable and serve as carbon sources for other types of microorganisms, as described below.  
This organic layer on the freshly buried concrete will likely serve as an organic carbon and 
energy source and accelerate initial growth of different, non-photoautotrophic microorganisms, 
now in the newly constructed vadose zone environment around the concrete DUs.   

6.1.2 Sulfur-oxidizing bacteria  

  
Sulfur oxidizing bacteria (SOB) play a key role in the overall biogeochemical cycling of sulfur. 
The sulfur cycle is complex, but the portions most pertinent to concrete degradation include 
sulfur oxidation and sulfate reduction.  SOB are well documented in degradation of cement 
structures associated with nuclear waste containment [55, 56].  In general, these bacteria grow at 
neutral to acidic pH; can utilize CO2 and some organic carbon as a carbon source, reduced sulfur 
compounds such as metal sulfides and H2S as energy sources and oxygen as the TEA.  
Exceptions do exist however, for instance an alkaliphilic concrete degrading SOB was isolated 
and was shown to also be capable of using NO3 as a TEA [57]. During the course of growth 
reduced S is oxidized ultimately to H2SO4.  In the environment the source of H2S is likely the 
ubiquitous sulfate reducing bacteria (SRB) that function in anaerobic zones and are associated 
with the cycling of numerous S compounds (Table 3).  

 
Table 3. Sulfur compounds associated with sulfate reduction 

 
Compound 
 

Oxidation state 
 

Organic S (R-SH) -2 
Sulfide (H2S) -2 
Elemental sulfur (S0) 0 
Thiosulfate (S2O3

2-) +2 (average per S) 
Sulfur dioxide (SO2) +4 
Sulfite (SO3

2-) +4 
Sulfate (SO4

2-) +6 
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Conversely, sulfate reducing bacteria (SRB) are strict anaerobes that can use a variety of carbon 
sources (Table 4) and typically do not tolerate pH values below 5.5.  In this case, SO4 serves as 
the terminal electron acceptor with the resultant HS- released into the environment.  The reactive 
HS- can react with metals in solution and form sulfide minerals or it can be used by SOB as an 
energy source.   

 
Table 4. Common electron donors used in sulfate reduction 

 
H2 
Lactate 
Pyruvate 
Ethanol and other alcohols 
Fumarate 
Malate 
Choline 
Acetate 
Propionate 
Butyrate 
Long-chain fatty acids 

 
 
Sulfate sources are ubiquitous in the environment as well as SRB and SOB. The population 
density of SOB, but not SRB, correlate reasonably well with corrosion rates of metals and 
concrete.  As a result, the population density of SOB could serve as a rough estimate  to 
predicting concrete biodegradation rates [58]. This is likely due to the ability of some SRB to 
form spores when not metabolically active and can skew population estimates of actively 
metabolizing bacteria during laboratory screening assays. 
   
The process of SOB growth on concrete has been defined in three steps [59]. In step 1, prior to 
concrete degradation by SOB, the pH of the concrete surface is reduced by atmospheric CO2 to 
around 9, which can facilitate growth of neutrophilic SOB. Based on XRD and SEM observations 
the surface at the end of step 1 is covered with calcium carbonate, resembling limestone more 
than concrete [60]. This process was reported to take around 56 days with step 2 progressing from 
day 56-day onward [59].  Growth continues in step 2 until a pH of about 4 is reached. At step 3, 
the population shifts to acidophilic SOB, which continue to drop in pH to around 1.0 [61] [55].     
 
Growth rates (d-1) of the common acidophilic SOB Acidithiobacillus thiooxidans were reported to 
range from 0.342 – 2.874 between pH 0.9 – 4.3, with optimum growth demonstrated in the pH 
range of 1.0 – 3.5 [62].  In these studies, oxygen, CO2 and sulfide were not limited, so the growth 
rates are likely close to maximum growth rates.  Oxygen consumption followed H2S consumption 
very closely. Under environmental conditions, these parameters will likely be limiting to some 
degree and hence would control growth rates accordingly.  For instance, vertical distributions of 
SOB were detected in direct correspondence to oxygen and H2S concentrations with lower 
activity in more oxygen deplete zones [59].  This suggests that concrete structures in humid 
vadose zones are particularly prone to continuous microbial assault.  

 
The lower pH results in dissolution of cement through leaching of ions. In addition the alkaline 
components of concrete like calcium react with H2SO4 to form gypsum (CaSO4 

● 2H2O).  Due to 
the weak structural properties of gypsum, this process can lead to additional weakening of 
concrete[62].  The deposition of jarosite (KFe3(SO4)2(OH)6 and gypsum are stimulated by SOB 
activity during concrete biodegradation [63].   During SOB growth, H2SO4 production reacts with 
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CaCO3 to produce gypsum when pH levels are less than 3 [64].  The gypsum formation process 
continues into the concrete and increases the rate and degree of degradation due to the large 
density difference between the reaction products and concrete [55].  When newly formed gypsum 
reacts with less acidic (pH > 3) calcium aluminate inside the concrete [64], this leads to formation 
of ettringite (3CaO ● Al2O3 

● 3CaSO4  
● 32H2O).  Ettringite is much more destructive because it 

increases the internal pressure leading to crack formation, which leads to increased surface area 
that is open to microbial activity and acid penetration. Previous work at SRS also demonstrated 
ettringite formation but not gypsum formation as a result of alkaline SO4 attack [65] with 
potential to weaken the concrete structural matrix. Presumably the higher pH values prevented 
gypsum formation in the previous study.  
    
Concrete degradation rates have been recorded as the weight loss of concrete over time.  These 
results can be accelerated which provides a rapid way to demonstrate the degree of degradation 
potential to the cement structure over longer time periods.  Degrees of concrete degradation in 
accelerated studies ranged from 1.8% to 5.8% in 9 months [66, 67] with acidophilic SOB cultures 
and biogenic acid, respectively.  Interestingly, studies incorporating neutrophilic SOB cultures 
demonstrated concrete degradation rates of as high as 16% within 4 weeks.  This may have been 
due to a combination of the bacterial cultures used as well as the semi continuous growth 
conditions of the study [55]. After one year of incubation, Okabe et al. reported 40% weight loss 
of concrete, indicative of a 3-4 mm/year corrosion rate [59].  
 
Various concrete formulations undergo acidic degradation to various rates and degrees [10, 68]. 
For instance, the use of silica fume as an additive to cement paste increase weight loss due to 
sulfur oxidation [69]. Biodegradation of concrete composed of various mortar mixes yielded very 
different results after one full year of exposure to SOB, incubated under optimum conditions [70, 
71].  Based on weight losses due to biodegradation, less than 20% loss occurred with pure 
calcium aluminates.  Calcium aluminates with silicious aggregate demonstrated 40% weight loss 
while Portland, blast furnace, calcium-sulfo-aluminate, and calcium aluminate/slag cements were 
almost completely destroyed after one year of incubation.  This assay was designed to accelerate 
concrete biodegradation by 16 times. 
    
Components of cement have also been shown to inhibit SOB activity. Calcium formate proved to 
completely inhibit SOB isolated from a various locations [10].  In this study, different 
concentrations of calcium formate were incorporated into concrete through a weight ratio of 2:6:1 
(cement:sand:water).  Calcium formate was added at various concentrations in substitution for 
water.  10mM of calcium formate demonstrated inhibitory effects on some SOB isolates while 
50mM or greater of calcium formate had a profound inhibitory effect on all isolates studied for up 
to 38 days.  Long-term tests under environmental conditions are needed to further understand the 
potential of this approach. 
   
Surface contact onto concrete by bacterial biofilms (discussed in some detail below) increases the 
concentration of degrading metabolites to a greater degree than just soluble chemicals alone, 
resulting in an increase of concrete degradation deeper into the matrix [9].  This is the reason that 
chemical tests alone do not adequately estimate microbial damage to concrete [68]. As microbial 
corrosion proceeds, increases in the porosity and surface roughness become evident on concrete 
surfaces [72].  As a result of the increased roughness of the concrete surface, the increase in 
exposed surface area will also contribute to increased rates of microbial contact and 
biodegradation. 
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6.1.3 Iron oxidizing bacteria 

  
Iron exists naturally as ferrous (Fe2+) and ferric (Fe3+) oxidation states.  Ferric iron reduction is 
common in soils with the ferric iron often serving as an electron acceptor for anaerobic 
respiration.  This reaction can occur when ferric iron is in solution or if it is in solid form as a 
ferric oxide.  The presence of humic compounds can accelerate this process because they act as 
electron shuttles [40, 41].  The resulting ferrous iron can be assimilated biologically, react with 
other metals in solution or oxidize rapidly if it diffuses into aerobic zones.  Ferrous iron can also 
be oxidized by iron oxidizing bacteria either in non-acidic, nutrient rich aerobic zones where 
ferrous iron is chelated to humics, or in acidic zones where ferrous iron is stable. 
   
Iron oxidizing bacteria (IOB) are similar to SOB except they utilize ferrous iron as an energy 
source and may accelerate the corrosion of steel rebar used as reinforcement in concrete 
structures. Exposure of the rebar in the concrete to the environment can occur through microbial 
corrosion or abiotic corrosion.  In any event the exposed steel is a likely energy source for IOB. 
In the presence of biofilms with SOB activity, the resulting low pH will increase Fe2+ solubility 
and IOB activity.  IOB enhanced pitting corrosion as determined through electrochemical 
impedance spectroscopy and scanning electron microscopy in the presence of steel coupons, 
compared to sterile controls. Follow on studies demonstrated that compared to iron oxidizers 
alone, steel exposure to iron oxidizers and SRB together resulted in a synergistic effect on the 
steel, demonstrating a greater degree of corrosion than IOB or SRBs alone [73]. In addition, along 
with SOB, as described above, IOB were inhibited by various concentrations of calcium formate 
when added to cement [10]. 

6.1.4 Nitrifying bacteria 

  
Nitrifying bacteria are similar to sulfur oxidizers in as much as they can use CO2 or carbonate as a 
carbon source.  They differ from sulfur oxidizers based on their energy source for growth.  
Nitrifying bacteria obtain energy through the oxidation of NH4

+or NO2
- , ultimately to NO3

-, 
resulting in nitric acid production.  Nitrifying bacteria have been detected in a wide variety of 
environments and are more tolerant to low water activity than sulfur oxidizers[49]. 
  
Microbial activity is responsible for catalyzing a majority of redox reactions involving nitrogen 
(Fig. 4.).  Similarly, nitrogen is a major requirement for microbial growth as a component of 
proteins and other cellular constituents but also as alternative terminal electron acceptors in a 
number of anaerobic respiratory reactions. In general, N2 is incorporated into soils by nitrogen 
fixing bacteria and converted to NH3 for assimilation into cellular biomass.  NH2 is also 
assimilated and is a reduction product from NO3 as a result of biomass decomposition. NO3 can 
also undergo dissimilatory reduction by use as a TEA, in lieu of oxygen.  In this case NO3 is 
reduced step-wise to NO2, N2O and then to N2. 
    
Biogenic nitric acid production from ammonia and nitrite oxidizing bacteria demonstrated 
significantly greater concrete destruction when concrete consisted of blast furnace slag and 
Portland cement[74].  Biodegradation was due to calcium dissolution and was greater when 
compared to abiotic chemical attack from ammonium chloride[75].  
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Figure 4.  Depiction of the role of microorganisms in nitrogen cycling 
 

 

6.2  Heterotrophic microorganisms 

 
Heterotrophic microorganisms require organic carbon as a source of carbon and energy for 
growth.   

6.2.1 Aerobic heterotrophs 

 
In aerobic environments like the vadose zone, and especially on concrete exposed to the air, 
growth with oxygen as TEA could predominate. In this scenario, fungi may play a significant role 
in this process due to their rapid growth rates and greater tolerance of low water availability and 
pH ranges [60].  In addition rock-inhabiting fungi demonstrate enough mechanical strength in 
their hyphae to penetrate into crevices for nutrients.  Fungi in this case, especially those that 
produce melanin, which confers extra-mechanical strength, can rapidly penetrate millimeters to 
centimeters into concrete-like structures [9, 53, 60].  Fungi also can produce peroxide, by the 
enzyme peroxidase.  This is usually associated with their ability to breakdown complex organic 
molecules to serve as carbon and energy sources.  These reactions in close association to concrete 
will likely have deleterious effects on the concrete structure[49].  These organisms can serve as 
primary colonizers that potentially condition the surface for other microorganisms, like 
fermenters or sulfur oxidizers. 
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6.2.2  Anaerobic heterotrophic fermentation 

 
Heterotrophic microorganisms comprise a large segment of environmental inhabitants capable of 
growth on concrete.  In particular this type of microorganism uses organic carbon as a carbon and 
energy source.  For the most part, acid production occurs during anaerobic growth when 
fermentation is the primary type of growth[56].  Fermentation conditions can occur as a result of 
increased microbial biomass and activity which can decrease dissolved oxygen levels. 
Fermentation rates will be linked to the availability of organic carbon and in turn, acid by 
products will be controlled by the type of organic carbon used for growth as well as the type(s) of 
microbes present. Since fermentation is an incomplete oxidation of organic carbon, many organic 
acids are produced as by products (Fig. 3; Tables 1 and 2). Because of the physiological diversity 
of this group of microorganisms, their numbers and growth potential make them common in 
practically all environments, hence they will take part in concrete biodegradation processes.  
Their diverse physiologies provides for a wide range of acid by-products such as, lactic, citric, 
gluconic, malic and many others. A description of concrete biodegradation by a pure culture 
identified intense chemical zonation and decalcification in the concrete matrix due to the close 
proximity of fermenters to the concrete surface[9].  

6.2.3 Anaerobic heterotrophic respiration 

 
Bacteria that can undergo respiration without the need for oxygen must utilize other TEAs.  In 
relation to concrete degradation sulfate reducing bacteria contribute significantly to this process 
both directly and indirectly.  Indirectly, (as mentioned above), sulfate reduction is responsible for 
H2S production, which can feed into sulfur oxidizing metabolism resulting in H2SO4 production 
and concrete degradation.  In addition, H2S can contribute directly to concrete structure 
degradation through penetration into concrete and contribute to both concrete and metal rebar 
corrosion [49].  Because concrete structures are reinforced with steel rebar, structural degradation 
of these reinforcements over many years may contribute to significant corrosion and structural 
instability.    

7.0 Potential interactions of biofilms on SDF DU concrete. 

7.1 Probable progression of events relative to biofilm formation 

 
Based on the literature available to date it is possible to construct a chronological scenario 
relative to biofilm activity on the concrete DUs housing saltstone grout at SRS.  Since the 
conditions of the saltstone grout itself are too high in pH and osmotic pressure to support 
microbial growth, growth is only expected to occur in association with the concrete surface 
exposed to the environment.   
 
Based on the literature reviewed above, biofilm formation on the concrete surface of SDF DUs 
housing saltstone will follow several stages as the concrete DUs transition from above ground to 
buried.  While above ground photoautotrohic biofilms likely exist and support complex 
assemblages of heterotrophic bacteria and fungi.  This biofilm could increase surface drying and 
cracking of the concrete, resulting in increased surface area exposed to the environment. 
 
After burial, the shift in environmental conditions will cause a die-off of the photosynthetic 
microbes and result in a sudden availability of organic carbon that could accelerate new biofilm 
growth. The nature of the biofilm will likely ultimately be acidic and possibly as low as a pH ~1.  
If the concrete is degraded substantially over time, the acidic biofilm will diminish the structural 
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integrity of the concrete and could cause premature leakage of saltstone contaminate into the 
environment.  The time scale of structural degradation will be based on the rate of microbial 
activity.  The microbial activity will be directly tied into physiochemical conditions in the 
subsurface and bioavailability of carbon and energy sources as well as TEAs.  Attempts at 
predicting microbial activity and biofilm production, related to concrete biodegradation could 
focus on the geochemistry of the immediate environment and energetics and physiology of the 
system as it relates to SOB, IOB and nitrifying bacteria. 
   
A second consideration is the fate of leaching saltstone when its first contact out of the 
containment vault will be low pH biofilms on microbial weathered concrete.  How will the 
extremely alkaline (pH >12) saltstone react with concrete if the concrete has been structurally 
compromised and may contain significant amounts of gypsum, jarosite and / or ettringite?  
 
In addition, the effect of the acidic biofilm chemistry on alkaline saltstone as it trickles out of the 
vault may also need to be considered.  The saltstone leachate is expected to kill microbes in the 
biofilm.  However, the acidic, organic structure remaining may change the chemistry of the 
saltstone leachate enough to alter its behavior in the environment. Will the very acidic (pH ~ 1-3) 
biofilm provide some degree of buffering to the saltstone when the two contact each other?  The 
rate at which the saltstone leachate contacts the biofilm of the exterior surface of the concrete 
containment will play a major role as to the potential effects of biofilm chemistry on the saltstone. 
 
Sulfate and nitrate diffusion into the subsurface from saltstone leachate may also contribute to 
additional concrete biodegradation.  This would be as a result of sulfate reduction to sulfides and 
nitrate reduction to NH4 and NO2.  These resulting chemicals could be oxidized by 
microorganisms to acids, further degrading the concrete vault structures.   
   
 

8.0 Considerations for predicting and minimizing biofilm formation of concrete 
and environmental monitoring  

8.1 Modeling parameters 

 
An understanding of the geochemistry and microbiology of the soils surrounding  the concrete 
DUs will be required for predicting the rate of flux of electron donors like sulfides and nitrogen 
compounds that could be used by SOBs and nitrifying  bacteria.  The organic carbon content of 
underlying soils will also be useful in predicting rates of microbial activity. These parameters 
together could be used to predict the rate of concrete biodegradation. 

8.2 Considerations for minimizing biofilm formation on buried concrete DUs 

 
Based on the literature to date, specific environmental conditions in close proximity of the 
concrete DUs could be controlled to drastically minimize microbial activity and resulting 
concrete biodegradation after vault burial.  Several steps could include: 

1. Maintain dry conditions around the buried DUs, 
2. Minimize organic carbon flux in the soil such as plant root exudates, 
3. Remove existing biofilms from concrete prior to vault burial, 
4. Consider coating the concrete surface to minimize microbial activity, 
5. Choose fill soil that does not support microbial growth very well (i.e low in organics 

and little microbial activity) and especially low in sulfates and nitrates. 
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8.3 Insights for future environmental monitoring approaches 

 
Along with thorough modeling to predict contaminant fate, other approaches are often included 
that add a level of conservatism to the effort.  These include monitoring wells installed down 
gradient from the burial site that provide a level of assurance that no contaminants have leaked 
out or that the containment efforts have been breached [14, 15].  Emerging technologies that 
incorporate an understanding of microbial activity and subsequent biogeochemical changes, 
especially mineral transformations, are included in emerging biogeophysical approaches.   These 
techniques provide microbial and geochemical data by incorporating electrochemical impedance 
analysis [76] and offer potential in providing a monitoring or sentinel approach that can target 
specific redox reactions and resultant mineral formations. Another advantage is that these 
techniques can be conducted remotely using existing electrodes and can also screen more 
subsurface area and are more cost effective when used in conjunction with monitoring wells.   
 

9.0 Conclusions 
 
The saltstone wastes, when stored in concrete DUs are not expected to be impacted by microbial 
activity due to the high pH and osmotic pressures of these low level radioactive wastes.  The 
concrete DUs in which the saltstone waste is disposed will be impacted by microbial growth and 
will in turn be impacted by some degree of biodegradation.  The microbial activity will occur on 
the outside of the concretes DUs exposed to the vadose zone environment.   
 
The rate and degree of concrete biodegradation will depend on geochemical and physical 
parameters that control microbial activity as well as the presence of specific physiological types 
of microorganisms. Specific parameters include availability and abundance of energy sources like 
components involved in sulfur, iron and nitrogen oxidation, as well as TEAs, especially SO4, 
Fe(III), NO3, NO2 and O2. Carbon flow and bioavailability to microorganisms are also factors to 
consider in modeling concrete biodegradation. The rate and degree of microbial activity at any 
given place is dependent on a variety of parameters that contribute to microbial growth and 
activity.   
 
Incorporation of pertinent parameters into a model is possible for predictive purposes, especially 
if microbial activity is viewed as a complex series of catalytic reactions.  The ability for microbes 
to adapt to specific conditions as well as environmental selection for specific microbial types 
should also be considered in the models. Preventative approaches that minimize microbial 
activity will likely contribute significantly to decreasing the rate of concrete biodegradation.  
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